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Abstract
The three advanced Virgo and LIGO gravitational wave detectors participated
to the third observing run (O3) between 1 April 2019 15:00 UTC and 27 March
2020 17:00 UTC, leading to several gravitational wave detections per month.
This paper describes the advanced Virgo detector calibration and the recon-
struction of the detector strain h(t) during O3, as well as the estimation of the
associated uncertainties. For the first time, the photon calibration technique as
been used as reference for Virgo calibration, which allowed to cross-calibrate
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the strain amplitude of the Virgo and LIGO detectors. The previous reference,
so-called free swinging Michelson technique, has still been used but as an inde-
pendent cross-check. h(t) reconstruction and noise subtraction were processed
online, with good enough quality to prevent the need for offline reprocessing,
except for the two last weeks of September 2019. The uncertainties for the
reconstructed h(t) strain, estimated in this paper in a 20–2000 Hz frequency
band, are frequency independent: 5% in amplitude, 35 mrad in phase and 10 μs
in timing, with the exception of larger uncertainties around 50 Hz.

Keywords: gravitational wave, strain reconstruction, Virgo, O3 observing run,
calibration, strain uncertainties

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)
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1. Introduction

The advanced Virgo detector [1, 2] is located near Pisa (Italy) and is looking for gravitational
waves sources emitted by astrophysical compact sources in the frequency range 10 Hz to a
few kHz. The O3 observing run started on 1st April 2019 and ended on 27th March 2020. The
network of detectors was composed of the advanced Virgo interferometer [3, 4] and of the two
advanced LIGO interferometers [5–7]. Data from the three detectors have been used together
to search for gravitational wave sources [8]. During this run, 56 candidate gravitational-wave
events were identified by low latency compact binary coalescence searches using data from
at least one of the three detectors [9]. The run has been divided into two periods of about six
months each, O3a (1st April 2019 to 30th September 2019) and O3b (1st November 2019 to
27th March 2020). The catalog of the detections made until the end of O3a contains the first
39 events of the run [10].

The advanced Virgo optical configuration for O3 consisted in a power-recycled interferome-
ter with 3 kilometers long high finesse (about 450) Fabry–Perot cavities in the arms, monolithic
suspensions and mirrors thermal compensation system [1, 2]. Signal recycling [11] was not
implemented yet.

The gravitational wave strain couples to the longitudinal length degree of freedom of the
interferometer. To operate the interferometer, the relative positions of the different mirrors are
precisely controlled [1]. In the control bandwidth, up to a few hundred hertz, the interferometer
response to gravitational wave is modified. Above a few hundred hertz, the suspended mirrors
behave as free falling masses around their position. The length variations induced by a passing
gravitational wave induce power variations at the output of the interferometer.

The main purpose of the Virgo calibration is to reconstruct over a wide frequency band
the dimensionless amplitude h(t) of the detector strain from the knowledge of both the output
signal and the controls of the interferometer. The detector strain describes the projection of the
gravitational wave strain onto the Virgo interferometer.

In the long wavelength approximation [12], the differential length of the interferometer
arms, ΔL = Lx − Ly, is related to the detector strain h by:
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h =
ΔL
L0

where L0 = 3 km. (1)

For coherent search of gravitational waves with multiple detectors, the sign of h(t) must be
well defined across detectors. For Virgo, Lx and Ly respectively stand for the North and the
West arm lengths.

The principle of the h(t) reconstruction is the same as that described in [13, 14]: to remove
from the dark fringe output signal the contributions of the controls signals. This requires to
calibrate the responses of the mirror actuators, the detection photodiodes readout electronics
and the interferometer optical response.

Absolute timing is also a critical parameter to estimate the direction of the gravitational
wave source in the sky. Since the typical timing accuracy of the searches is of the order of
0.1 ms [8], absolute timing precision must be of the order of 0.01 ms or less [14].

The scope of this paper is to give an overview of the advanced Virgo calibration and h(t)
reconstruction during the run O3, and to describe the associated systematic uncertainties. The
calibration is based on the photon calibrator (PCal) [15, 16] and is thus different from the
free Michelson technique which was developed for the initial Virgo detector, used in previous
observing run O2 (August 2017) and described in [13, 14, 17]. A similar work has been done
in LIGO [18].

In section 2, we briefly give an overview of the Virgo detector components that are relevant
for calibration during O3, emphasizing the differences with respect to the O2 advanced Virgo
configuration.

Section 3 describes how the calibration procedures were modified since the O2 run. In
sections 4 and 5, we describe the calibration of the photodiode readout and mirror actuation
and in section 5.5 we provide the systematic uncertainties of each calibration step. Section 6
is dedicated to the comparison of the current calibration results with the results obtained with
the free Michelson technique.

Section 7.3 shows how the h(t) values have been reconstructed using the parameters, delays
and transfer functions (TFs) determined by the calibration. Online linear noise subtraction
have been run to reduce some noise in the h(t) channel as described in section 7.4. In section 8,
we also describe the various checks done on the h(t) channel and their use to estimate the
systematic uncertainties for amplitude, phase and timing of h(t).

For O3, the online version of the h(t) reconstruction has been used to provide h(t) in real
time and no further full reprocessing has been needed, except for the last two weeks of O3a.
It provided h(t) with a latency of about 8 s to the low-latency gravitational wave searches
that triggered alerts to our multi-messenger partners. This online reconstruction was based on
the calibration parameters estimated with the data taken before the start of O3. Except when
stated otherwise, the results shown in this paper pertain to the final detector calibration and
uncertainties estimation (based on calibration data acquired during the whole run), and to the
online reconstructed strain h(t) (computed with initial calibration based on a limited set of
calibration data).

2. The advanced Virgo detector during O3

Most of the detector characteristics relevant to the calibration and reconstruction described
in [13, 17] for initial Virgo and in [14] for O2 advanced Virgo were still valid for advanced

9
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Figure 1. Configuration of the advanced Virgo interferometer during the O3 run and
sketch of the differential arm length control loop (so-called DARM). The input beam is
sent into the Virgo interferometer and split by the beam splitter (BS) toward the North (N)
and West (W) arms. The arms are 3 km long Fabry–Perot cavities between the input (NI
and WI) and end mirrors (NE and WE). Since the interferometer is locked close to a dark
fringe, the power recycling mirror (PR) is used to enhance the power on the BS mirror.
At the interferometer output port, photodiodes are used to measure the output power,
with sensing response S, providing the channel PDC. It is used as an error signal for the
differential arm length control loop. The correction signal is then used to control the NE
and WE mirror positions: it is split between both mirrors i whose actuation responses
are Ai. Mirror excitation can be applied via zCALi and zHIi. The channel zCi is the sum
of the correction signal and zCALi, while zHIi is added later and not visible is zCi. The
main difference between both paths is about the so-called hardware injections that are
described later in this paper.

Virgo during O3. They are briefly summarized in this section, with emphasis on the rele-
vant modifications that have been done with respect to the O2 advanced Virgo detector’s
configuration.

The optical configuration of the O3 advanced Virgo is a power-recycled interferometer with
Fabry–Perot cavities as shown in figure 1. All the mirrors of the interferometer are suspended to
a chain of pendulums for seismic isolation. The last suspension stage is a monolithic silica fiber
fused to the mirror on one side and attached to a marionette on the upper side (see section 2.1).

The input beam is provided by a laser with a wavelength λ = 1064 nm. The power at the
input of the interferometer during O3 was about 25 W. The finesse of the 3 km long Fabry–Perot
cavities in the arms was 450. The resulting increase of light power in the arms induced input
mirrors deformation and required a thermal compensation system that was not used during O2.
The readout of the interferometer main output signal is based on homodyne (or DC) detection
[2] and the used photodiode signal is proportional to the interferometer differential arm length
(so-called DARM). A small differential arm length offset is needed for the homodyne detection
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technique. To reduce some noise coupling, this offset has been reduced during the Virgo com-
missioning period before the start of O3, reducing the power impinging on the photodiodes.
As a consequence, the analog readout electronics has been adapted.

Frequency-independent squeezing technique [3, 4] was installed and used during O3 to
reduce the quantum noise limit above a few hundreds hertz. The efficiency of the squeezing
technique is limited in particular by the optical losses in the light detection: as a consequence,
new photodiodes, with quantum efficiency higher than 99% were installed to readout the
main output beam a few weeks before O3 started, along with modified analog electronics.
The analog electronics has been again modified (implying the use of different photodiodes,
even if of same type) in January 2020, a few weeks before the end of the O3 run, to reduce
electronic noise.

In order to keep a destructive interference at the interferometer output port, the interferom-
eter arm length difference is controlled with a slight offset to allow for DC detection.

The other degrees of freedom are controlled by phase-modulating the laser beam at various
frequencies in the MHz band (8 and 56 MHz among others) and using as error signals the
demodulated signals of photodiodes located at various places of the interferometer.

One degree of freedom of interest for calibration is the differential length of the Michelson
made of the BS, NI and WI mirrors. The correction signal for this degree of freedom is applied
to the BS mirror. The NI and WI mirrors were not controlled during the run O3.

Data from the interferometer are sampled at 10 kHz or 20 kHz and are time-stamped using
the global positioning system (GPS).

2.1. Mirror longitudinal actuation

Each Virgo mirror is suspended to a complex seismic isolation system made of a chain of
seismic filters [19]. The bottom part is a double stage system with the so-called marionette
as the first pendulum. The mirror is suspended to the marionette by pairs of thin silica fibers
fused to the mirror [20]. As for the O2 run, the reference mass is suspended to the seismic
filter above the marionette. The resonances being below 1 Hz, the mechanical response above
10 Hz, which is to be taken into account for the calibration, has a simple 1/ f 2 behavior.

The positions of the marionette and mirror are adjusted with electromagnetic (EM) actua-
tors: permanent magnets are attached to the marionettes and on the back of the mirrors and a
set of coils is attached to the reference mass. Electronics is used to drive the current in every
coil and to steer the suspended objects. On the end mirrors and BS mirror, the longitudinal
controls are distributed between the marionette (up to a few tens of Hertz) and the mirror (up
to a few hundred Hertz). Taking in addition the contribution of the different control signals
into the detector strain, the actuation responses of the marionette and mirror of the NE and WE
mirrors need to be measured up to ∼100 Hz and up to ∼1 kHz respectively. The calibration of
BS and PR actuators can be limited to lower frequencies.

The actuation response includes the actuator itself and the response of the suspended mir-
ror. The actuator is composed of a digital part, a digital-to-analog converter (DAC), and the
analog electronics which converts the DAC output voltage into a current flowing through the
coil. The actuator electronics have in general different modes: a mode with low-noise but small
actuation dynamic, that is used when the interferometer is at its standard working point (so-
called observing mode), and a mode with higher actuation dynamics, but more noise, that is
used during interferometer lock acquisition. The calibration consists in calibrating the actuators
in their low-noise mode, as used during observation periods.

Between the O2 and the O3 runs, in order to reduce the thermal noise from the suspensions,
the arm cavity payloads have been removed to replace the steel wires by the monolithic silica
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fibers. The same mirrors with their EM actuators have then been put back in the interferometer.
The actuator response are then expected to be similar to the O2 response, but not identical.

The mirrors are sketched in figure 1 and are called BS for the beam-splitter mirror, WI and
NI for the West and North mirrors at the input of the arm cavities, WE and NE for the mirrors
at the end of the arm cavities, and PR for the power-recycling mirror.

2.2. Sensing of the interferometer output power and control loops

The main output signal of the interferometer is the power at the dark port. It is sensed using two
photodiodes. The photodiodes and their readout electronics have been changed with respect to
advanced Virgo O2 configuration, in order to adapt them to a lower impinging power and
to use high quantum efficiency photodiodes. But, as during the O2 run, the main channel
PDC, that measures the output power components from 0 to 10 kHz, is obtained from the blend
of two channels measured and digitized in two frequency bands. The interferometer controls
use demodulated channels PAC, which are extracted using digital demodulation [2].

The principle of the longitudinal control loops is the same as described in [13] or [21] and
the sketch in figure 1 shows the principle of the differential arm length control loop. Details
and performances reached during O3 are described in [21]. Two feed-forward techniques setup
during O3 have nevertheless impacted the calibration, as described later, since they used the
main output of the interferometer as error signal. The first one (so-called ‘Adaptive 50 Hz’)
is an adaptive reduction of the noise coming from the 50 Hz main power line. The second
technique was setup during the commissioning break between O3a and O3b, in October 2019.
It is an adaptive damping of suspension mechanical rotation resonances around 48 Hz.

3. Main Virgo calibration changes since the observing run O2

The parts to be calibrated for the O3 run have been the same as for the O2 run. Some hardware
modifications and digital computation modifications of these parts were undertaken to improve
the photodiode sensing and to reduce the thermal noise from the suspensions, but without
significant impact on the calibration methods and outcome.

The most important update in the calibration is the change of length reference used to cal-
ibrate the mirror actuators and hence the strain amplitude. Until the end of the O2 run, Virgo
calibration was using the laser wavelength as reference, through the so-called free swinging
Michelson technique [14]. For O3, Virgo calibration has been done using the photon calibra-
tion technique, as in the LIGO interferometers [16]. The technique is based on the radiation
pressure of an auxiliary laser whose power must be calibrated in absolute power. This change of
reference induced modifications in the calibration measurements and the sequence to analyse
them.

The PCal setup has been upgraded for O3. The PCal used during the O2 run showed
large variability (about 10%) of its power calibration [14]. Various optical modifications have
permitted to reach a calibration within about 1.5% [15] as summarized in more details later.

In addition, the Virgo PCal system has been cross-calibrated with the LIGO PCal system.
A systematic bias of 3.92% in the absolute power measurements done with the Virgo pow-
ermeter has been found with respect to the LIGO power reference. It has been taken into
account in the Virgo calibration procedure so that the Virgo and the LIGO length references
are consistent. The final and most important outcome is to reconstruct strain h(t) channels with
cross-calibrated amplitudes between all detectors.
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The free swinging Michelson technique has still been used in the O3 calibration, but serving
as an as an independent cross-check of the PCal results. The main limitations of this technique
and the comparison with the PCal results are given in section 6.

Other important changes of Virgo calibration between the O2 and the O3 runs are related to
the duration of the calibration periods: while Virgo participated only to the last month of O2,
with the pre-run calibration data taken less than two weeks before, O3 run has been the first
year-long run for Virgo. The detector was stable enough in advance so that most of the pre-run
calibration data could be taken and analysed within the two months before the start of the run.
This allowed to start the run with a reliable enough calibration.

In addition, the weekly calibration measurements spanned over a year for O3, and not only
over a month as for O2. Hence we got more insights on calibration parameter stability.

A set of permanent sinewave injections which moved the mirrors at fixed frequencies and
amplitudes over the whole O3 run were setup to continuously monitor the calibration and
reconstruct the strain stability. Such motions were induced with both the PCal and the EM
actuators. An online analysis of these injections was run to generate flags and alerts in the
control room in case some calibration parameters go out of predefined bounds.

Another way to calibrate the advanced Virgo interferometer, so-called Newtonian calibra-
tion, was first tested at the end of the O2 run [22]. The Newtonian calibrator (NCal) has been
improved before O3 and it could be commissioned a few times during O3. This technique
has been used as an independent cross-check of the PCal technique. Similar development has
been started in LIGO [23] and KAGRA [24]. This technique is not discussed in this paper, but
its results, described in [25], are consistent within 3% with the PCal-based calibration, thus
compatible with the current uncertainties.

To reconstruct the detector strain h(t), we need to calibrate the sensing part (photodiode
readout) and the EM actuators of the controlled mirrors and marionettes. The following sections
describe the methods and results of these calibrations.

4. Calibration of advanced Virgo timing and sensing

A first part to be calibrated is the photodiode sensing: how the output DC power of the dark
fringe beam is converted by the detection photodiodes into the main output signal PDC. A
model is associated that describes the TF of the sensing part and the time delay introduced by
the sensing.

As for the calibration of the O2 run, the sensing model assumes a flat modulus response in
the detection band, but with some digital anti-alias filters, dominated by a filter around 8 kHz.
Modifications of the digital processing between the O2 and the O3 runs have been accounted
for. The overall readout delay of the photodiode data acquisition has been measured by flashing
a 1 PPS signal101 using an LED connected to a GPS receiver in front of the photodiodes, as
during O2. The measured delay confirmed the expected value, with systematic uncertainties
lower than 3 μs [26].

5. Calibration of the electromagnetic actuators using the photon calibrators

The calibration of advanced Virgo mirror and marionette EM actuators consists in measur-
ing their TF (modulus in m V−1) that converts a known digital signal (in V) into a mirror
displacement (in m) at an absolute GPS time.

101 Pulse per second signal is a synchronization signal delivered by the GPS receiver.
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For the third observing run O3, the PCals [15] were used for the first time as reference for the
Virgo detector calibration. To calibrate the actuators of the different mirrors and marionettes,
this reference is transferred in series from a reference to another one in different steps. The
different measurements associated to these transfers have been taken on a weekly basis during
O3 in order to monitor the stability of the actuator calibration.

All the weekly measurements of a given type are combined together to assess the stabil-
ity of the calibration data over a given calibration period. As shown later, the time variations
were found to be small. As a consequence, the actuator models have been estimated using the
average of all the calibration period and the time variations have been included in the uncer-
tainty associated to the actuator models. The actuator model is an ad-hoc fit of the measured
averaged TF.

Initial measurements were performed before the start of O3, in March 2019, in order to
derive the actuator models used online at the start of the O3a period, in the h(t) reconstruction
processing in particular. Then, weekly calibration measurements have been used to monitor
the stability of the calibration and to improve the statistical uncertainties of the measurements.
In October 2019, all the weekly measurements taken during O3a (April to September 2019)
have been analysed to extract the updated actuator models that have been used online during
O3b (November 2019 to March 2020). After O3, all the weekly measurements taken during
O3 have been analysed together to extract updated actuator models and uncertainties. These
models are used later in this paper to estimate uncertainties on the online strain h(t) channel.
Note that these last models were not used online nor for offline reprocessing of the h(t) strain
signal.

In this section, we first explain the principle of the calibration transfer and the different
kinds of measurements needed to transfer the photon calibration reference to all the mirror and
marionette actuators. Then, we give the results of the different calibration steps. As the control
loop of the differential arm length directly actuates the position of the NE and WE mirrors and
marionettes, we describe in details their actuator calibration. We also compare the final O3 actu-
ator models with the initial and intermediate models, extracted with a limited set of calibration
data, that have been used for online processing during the O3a and O3b periods respectively.
The calibration of the other actuators is more rapidly described: the methods are similar and
the main output given in this paper are the final uncertainties. Finally, section 5.5 summa-
rizes the uncertainties of the detector calibration based on the photon calibration technique.
In section 6, we highlight some improvements of the free swinging Michelson calibration
technique as well as some of its limitations. Then we validate the PCal-based calibration by
comparing the independent outputs of both techniques.

5.1. A series of calibration transfers

The actuator calibration is made as a series of calibration transfers between different systems,
comparing a system of reference to another one that needs to be calibrated. It is based on the
comparison of the detector’s response R to two different excitation paths, from the signals
Excref and Excnew respectively applied to a calibrated actuator of reference Aref and to the
actuator to be calibrated Anew. The output signal Sout of the detector is written in the frequency
domain as:

Sout = Exc × A × R. (2)

From two dataset with the different excitation paths, two TFs are measured:
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Sout

Excref
= Aref × R (3)

Sout

Excnew
= Anew × R. (4)

They are then combined to extract the actuator response to be calibrated:

Anew =
Sout

Excnew
×
(

Sout

Excref

)−1

× Aref. (5)

The first step of the Virgo detector calibration consists in transferring the NE and WE PCal
actuators calibration to the NE and WE mirror and marionette EM actuators, with the inter-
ferometer locked at its standard working point. Then, different transfers are done in series
between the different actuators using specific configurations of the interferometer. The NI
and WI mirror actuators are calibrated with respect to the NE and WE mirror actuators, with
the interferometer locked at its working point but with the NI and WI actuators enabled.
The PR and BS mirror actuators are then calibrated with respect to the WI mirror actuator,
locking the cavity made of the PR-BS-WI mirrors. Finally, the BS marionette actuators are
calibrated with respect to the BS mirror actuator, with the interferometer locked at its working
point.

The following sections describe these different steps and associated measurements.

5.2. Calibration of the NE and WE mirror actuators

5.2.1. Power calibration of the photon calibrators. The reference used for the PCal calibration
is the power of the auxiliary laser reflected on the end mirrors Pref

i which is calibrated by a
power-meter called the Virgo integrating sphere, itself calibrated with respect to another power-
meter called LIGO gold standard. The LIGO gold standard itself is calibrated by the National
Institute of Standards and Technology so that the beam measurements are all given in absolute
power [27].

As a preliminary step, the PCal actuators for WE and NE must be calibrated. Their
calibration during O3 is described in the paper [15]. It gives the following TF (m W−1):

APCal,i( f ) =
2 cos(θ)

c
× H( f ) × (SPCal( f ))−1 (6)

with i = {NE, WE}, θ the angle of incidence of the PCal laser beam on the end mirror, c the
light speed, H( f ) the mechanical response of the end test mass to an excitation force and SPCal

the sensing function of the PCal photodiode. The PCal laser power is modulated to generate
an excitation to the mirror, and the reflected power Pref

i is recorded on a calibrated photodiode.
The displacement of the end mirror induced by the PCal actuator is estimated multiplying the
photodiode signal digitized at 20 kHz Pref

i and the PCal actuator response APCal,i( f ).
As stated in [15], the NE and WE PCals have first been calibrated in March 2019, before

the start of O3.
The WE PCal calibration was found to be stable during O3a, with systematic uncertainties

on the WE mirror induced motion estimated to 1.35%. The WE laser stopped working at the
end of August 2019 and it was replaced during the run break in October 2019. The photodiode
was recalibrated before the start of O3b. This re-calibration induced a small offset compared to
the O3a power calibration, consistent with the systematic uncertainty coming from the power
measurement with the Virgo integrating sphere already taken into account. However, the WE
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PCal power calibration was found to drift during O3b, in correlation with the environment
humidity. This drift was seen after the end of O3b and hence was not corrected in the PCal
calibration nor in the online h(t) reconstruction. As a consequence, it has been included as
additional uncertainties on the WE PCal power calibration: systematic uncertainties on the
WE mirror induced motion were estimated to 1.73% during O3b.

The NE PCal already had shown some calibration variations with humidity during O3a.
Systematic uncertainties on the NE mirror induced motion were estimated to 1.35% during
O3a. The NE laser also failed, in October 2019, and was replaced in January 2020 to be used
again for O3b calibration. No offset in the NE PCal power calibration was found and the corre-
lation with humidity was similar as during O3a. As a consequence, the systematic uncertainties
on the NE mirror induced motion estimated to 1.39% during O3b.

During the two periods when a single PCal was available, the other being faulty, the Virgo
calibration could still be monitored with the other PCal and with the free swinging Michelson
calibration technique.

The timing of the PCal system is also calibrated so that the reconstructed displacement of
the end mirror induced by the PCal is known as a function of the GPS time: the delays from the
timing distribution in Virgo and from the photodiode readout electronics must be accounted
for. The timing uncertainty on the PCal system has been estimated to 3 μs during 03a [15].

On 17 December 2019, the PCal digital anti-imaging filter has been slightly modified,
changing the delay of the PCal readout by 2.8 μs. This modification has not been taken into
account in the analysis of the calibration data but has been taken into account as an additional
uncertainty on the PCal timing during O3b when estimating the timing error on the detector
strain h(t) (see section 8.4).

Once the PCal actuator has been calibrated, it is used as reference to calibrate the EM
actuators of the end mirrors (NE and WE).

5.2.2. Calibration transfer from PCals to end mirror actuators. To derive the models of the
actuators of the end mirrors ASc

mir,i, i = {WE, NE}, the interferometer is set in its standard
working point (so called observing mode). The EM actuators are thus in the low-noise mode
and the correction signals sent to the actuator have nominal properties, inducing the actuator
temperature to also be at its nominal level. The measurements of the end actuators response
does not depend on different calibration transfers as it was the case with the free swinging
Michelson technique.

We measure the PCal to end mirror TFs using known PCal multiplets of sine wave exci-
tations xPCal,i( fk) which are applied to the end mirrors while the error signal of the inter-
ferometer PDC,PCal,i is measured. The effect of these excitations on the error signal are then
compared to excitations at the same frequencies xmir,i( fk) sent with the EM actuators of the end
mirrors.

We can write the effect of the sine waves on the error signal in the frequency domain for
the different datasets:

PDC,mir,i = xmir,i · RITF
mir,i = zCALmir,i · TFCalToSc

mir · Amir,i · RITF
mir,i (7)

PDC,PCal,i = xPCal,i · RITF
mir,i = Pref

i · APCal,i · RITF
mir,i, (8)

where zCALmir,i are the generated digital signals sent to the EM mirrors actuators as external
perturbations, TFCalToSc

mir is the digital TF from the generated calibration signals zCALmir,i to
the correction signals zCmir,i, Amir,i are the EM actuator responses from zCmir,i to the mirror
motion ΔL at a GPS time; APCal,i are the actuator responses from the PCal laser power read
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Figure 2. Evolution of the NE TF ratio used to transfer PCal to EM actuator calibration
as a function of time at 183.2 Hz during O3 (see equation (9)). The NE PCal laser could
not be used from October 2019 to mid-January 2020. The laser was replaced and the
PCal photodiodes re-calibrated mid-January 2020.

on a photodiode (Pref
i ) to the mirror motion ΔL at a GPS time; and RITF

mir,i is the closed-loop
response of the interferometer to a motion of an end mirror.

Thus the responses of the actuators of the end mirrors (i) are computed as102:

Amir,i( f ) =

[
PDC,mir,i

zCALmir,i

]
·
[

Pref
i

PDC,PCal,i

]
· APCal,i( f ) · 1

TFCalToSc
mir

. (9)

As shown in next paragraph, those actuators responses were measured every week during the
run O3 to check their stability over the time and to get more precise measurements combining
all the datasets.

5.2.3. Stability of the NE weekly measurements during O3. Figure 2 is an example of the time
variation of the modulus and phase of the NE mirror actuation response at 183.2 Hz (one of the
injected calibration lines) measured every week. The mean value of the measurement is shown
as the red line on the figure, and its associated standard deviation and χ2/nd f (chi squared
divided by number of degrees of freedom) are given.

For each χ2/nd f , one can attach a p-value which is an indicator for rejecting or not the null
hypothesis. The p-value threshold above which we cannot reject the null hypothesis has been
chosen to a conventional value of 0.05. This means that if the p-value related to the computed

102 The brackets [·] point out the TFs directly measured from times series stored in the data.
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Figure 3. Statistical and systematic errors estimation on the calibration transfer from
NE PCal to NE mirror actuator. The errors on the amplitude are expressed in (%) and
the errors on the phase are expressed in (mrad). (Left) Statistical errors on the amplitude
(red filled squares) of the calibration transfer as a function of frequency and statistical
plus systematic errors (red empty circles) estimation to have a p-value >0.05. (Right)
Statistical errors on the phase (blue filled triangles) of the calibration transfer as a func-
tion of frequency and statistical plus systematic errors (blue empty circles) estimation
to have a p-value >0.05.

χ2/nd f is above 0.05, the data points are consistent with a constant fit in our case. The error
bars on the plots are only statistical uncertainties coming from the measurements and they
are sometimes too small to have a p-value >0.05 because one needs to take into account some
systematic uncertainty that shows up as time variations. We have thus implemented an iterative
algorithm that adds systematic uncertainties on the statistical errors and computes the new
χ2/nd f which thus gives a new p-value until the p-value is higher than 0.05.

Figure 3 shows, as a function of frequency, the statistical errors and the statistical plus the
systematic errors (linear sum) on the amplitude and phase of the calibration transfer from the
PCals to NE mirror actuator. Above 20 Hz, systematic errors smaller than 0.3% are added to the
statistical errors in amplitude on the whole frequency band. Regarding the phase, systematic
errors smaller than 3 mrad have also been added to the statistical errors so that the actuator
response is compatible with a stable behavior. It is noticeable that the statistical error bars
increase with the frequency, as expected since the induced mirror motion decreases while the
detector sensitivity gets worst. As a consequence, possible small systematic errors are no longer
visible at high frequency.

The conclusion of this analysis is that the NE mirror actuator responses was varying in
time by less than 0.3% in amplitude and less than 3 mrad in phase. This is fully measured in
the range 20 Hz to about 1 kHz. We do not expect larger time variations at higher frequencies
where the weekly data are anyway compatible within their larger statistical uncertainties. These
variations are small and their behavior between the weekly data cannot be interpolated. We have
thus chosen to average the weekly data taken at a given frequency to get the mean modulus and
phase of the actuator response for the full O3 run, and to include the estimated time variations
as systematic uncertainties on the actuator response.

5.2.4. Average of the NE weekly data and actuator model fit. The final actuator model results
from the average of all the weekly measurements done during O3, and includes the pre-O3
measurements from March 2019. Figure 4 shows the final NE end mirror actuator response and
its fit, normalized by a pole at 0.6 Hz with a quality factor of 1000. This normalisation model
approximately describes the mechanical attenuation of the suspended mirror, mainly going
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Figure 4. NE mirror actuator response normalized by the simple pendulum mechanical
model. On the left, the measurements are represented in blue and the fit is drawn in
red. Modulus is given in m V−1 and phase in rad. The modulus and the phase are fitted
simultaneously. On the right, the residuals are shown. The green area represents the
uncertainties given back by the fitted model, taking into account parameter covariance.

as f −2 above 10 Hz. This normalisation permits to see possible small deviations of this f −2

behavior coming from the electronics. This attenuation model does not perfectly correspond
to reality, but any deviation from it would be compensated by the fit.

The model parameters and fit uncertainties are summarized in the last column of table 1.
The fit residuals are within 0.2% in modulus. In phase, some unexpected behavior is seen
and not included in the fit below 40 Hz, with the phase deviating from 0. As a consequence,
these residuals are lower than 2 mrad above 30 Hz, but reach 6 mrad at 20 Hz. The residual
deviations from the fit are taken into account as systematic uncertainties on the actuator model,
as summarized in section 5.5.

As a rough cross-check, the actuator model has been compared to the nominal actuator
response, estimated from the actuator electronics schematics and coil-magnet geometry: the
gain is consistent within 15%. This is not unexpected given the uncertainties on the electronics
components of the actuator (resistance values, inductance values), the coil-magnet coupling
factors and the balancing of the four coils.

The results shown in this section about the NE mirror actuator have been computed using all
the O3 calibration data. In the next section, they are compared with two intermediate calibration
models estimated with different subset of the data.
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Table 1. NE mirror actuators models during O3. The models ‘O3a online’ were derived
in March 2019 and used online during O3a; the models ‘O3b online’ were derived in
October 2019 using all the O3a data and were used online during O3b; the models
‘preO3+O3a+O3b’ (full model) were derived after the end of O3. Their validity range
is from 10 Hz to 1500 Hz.

Model O3a online O3b online preO3+O3a+O3b

Fit
Gain (μm V−1) 0.4833 0.4809 0.4806 ± 0.0001
Pole fp (Hz) 123.5 112 112.5 ± 1.2
Zero fz (Hz) 129.8 117 117.6 ± 1.2
Zero fz (Hz) — 5636 5736 ± 162
Delay (μs) −172.2 −143.0 −144.6 ± 0.7
Pendulum
f0 (Hz) 0.6 0.6 0.6
Q0 1000 1000 1000

5.2.5. Comparison of NE mirror final O3 model with the online models. Initial and interme-
diate actuator models were extracted in March 2019 and in October 2019 with the dataset
available at that time. They have then been used online during O3a and O3b respectively, in
particular in the h(t) online reconstruction processing. The model parameters are summarized
in table 1. Figure 5 shows a comparison of the NE mirror actuator models used online during
O3a and during O3b with the model extracted using all the O3 calibration dataset as shown in
previous paragraphs. More dataset and better measurements around 1 kHz showed the need to
add a high-frequency zero, which was not included in the O3a online model. The O3b model is
in agreement with the full model within better than 0.3% and 1 μs (8 mrad at 1 kHz). Due to the
absence of a high-frequency zero in the O3a online model, differences are larger. In particular,
for the modulus, the difference is up to 2% at 1 kHz, but the agreement with the full model is
still within 0.5% up to 600 Hz.

5.2.6. Stability of the WE weekly measurements during O3. The stability of the NE mir-
ror measurements was shown in the previous sections. We show here that the WE mirror
measurements were less stable, but that the main origin of the variations has been understood.

Figure 6 is an example of the time variation of the modulus and phase at 183.2 Hz of WE
mirror actuator. Some large variations are seen, in particular between O3a and O3b. As summa-
rized in section 5.2.1, the laser of the PCal used as reference to calibrate the WE mirror failed
at the end of August 2019 and was replaced and re-calibrated in October 2019. In addition, the
PCal photodiode signal started to show up some power calibration variation with environment
humidity. This explains the large variation seen in the WE mirror calibration, and in particular
the differences between O3a and O3b periods.

We processed the same analysis as for NE on the whole dataset and figure 7 shows the
statistical errors and the statistical plus systematic errors on the modulus and phase of the
calibration transfers from the WE PCal to the WE mirror actuator. The statistical and systematic
uncertainties on the phase are very similar to the one estimated for NE data. The systematic
uncertainties on the modulus are much larger, as expected due to the WE PCal power calibration
variations: above 20 Hz, systematic errors are at the level of 0.6% on the whole frequency band.

The conclusion of this analysis is that the WE mirror actuator response was stable in time
with systematic uncertainties smaller than 0.6% in amplitude and smaller than 4 mrad in phase
in the 20 Hz to 1 kHz range, but that part of these uncertainties comes from the PCal calibration
variations, and is not real variations of the WE mirror actuator response. We do not expect larger
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Figure 5. Comparison (ratio) of NE mirror actuator response models used online during
O3 to the model extracted using the full O3 dataset (green filled area: O3a online model,
blue dotted area: O3b online model).

time variations at higher frequencies where the weekly data are anyway compatible within their
larger statistical uncertainties.

Note that independent measurements of the WE mirror actuator based on the free swinging
Michelson technique (described later) do not show up any variation in the WE mirror actuator
larger than 0.3%, which confirms that the large variations comes mainly from the PCal. How-
ever, we have chosen to use conservative uncertainties of 0.6% in modulus for the WE mirror
actuator calibration (see section 5.5).

5.2.7. Comparison of WE mirror final O3 model with the online models. Despite these larger
than expected variations, we have averaged all the dataset and extracted a full model for WE
mirror actuator. The model parameters and fit uncertainties are given in the last column of
table 2. The fit residuals are within 0.2% and 2 mrad between 10 Hz and 1 kHz, and contrary
to the NE case, no unexpected behavior is seen on the phase at low frequency.

As for NE, the WE actuator models were extracted in March 2019 and in October 2019
with the dataset available at that time and they have been used online during O3a and O3b
respectively. The model parameters are summarized in table 2. The need to add a high-
frequency zero showed up also, which was not included in the O3a online model. The O3b
model shows a general offset of 0.5% compared to the full model, but is in agreement within
better than 0.7% and 1 μs in the whole band. Due to the absence of a high-frequency zero in the
O3a online model, differences in modulus are within 1% up to 600 Hz, and reach 2.5% at
1 kHz.
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Figure 6. Evolution of the WE TF ratio used to transfer PCal to EM actuator calibration
as function of time at 183.2 Hz during O3 (see equation (9)). The WE PCal laser could
not be used in September 2019. The laser was replaced and the PCal photodiodes re-
calibrated end of October 2019.

Table 2. WE mirror actuators models during O3. The models ‘O3a online’ were derived
in March 2019 and used online during O3a; the models ‘O3b online’ were derived in
October 2019 using all the O3a data and were used online during O3b; the models
‘preO3+O3a+O3b’ (full model) were derived after the end of O3. Their validity range
is from 10 Hz to 1500 Hz.

Model O3a online O3b online preO3+O3a+O3b

Fit
Gain (μm V−1) 0.4007 0.399 0.4012 ± 0.0001
Pole fp (Hz) 113.04 109 109.9 ± 4.4
Zero fz (Hz) 115.22 111 111.7 ± 4.5
Zero fz (Hz) — 5364 5376 ± 135
Delay (μs) −171.2 −142.0 −142.8 ± 0.7
Pendulum
f0 (Hz) 0.6 0.6 0.6
Q0 1000 1000 1000

5.2.8. Permanent monitoring of mirror actuators during O3. Over all the O3 run, permanent
lines have been injected on NE and WE mirrors through their EM actuators. An online process
(TFMoni) has been setup to compute TFs and extract their modulus and phase at the fre-
quency of the permanent lines to monitor their stability [28, 29]. Each TF was computed every
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Figure 7. Statistical and systematic errors estimation on the calibration transfer from
WE PCal to WE mirror actuator. The errors on the amplitude are expressed in (%) and
the errors on the phase are expressed in (mrad). (Left) Statistical errors on the amplitude
(red filled squares) of the calibration transfer as a function of frequency and statistical
plus systematic errors (red empty circles) estimation in order to have a p-value >0.05.
(Right) Statistical errors on the phase (blue filled triangles) of the calibration transfer
as a function of frequency and statistical plus systematic errors (blue empty circles)
estimation to have a p-value >0.05.

5 seconds as a moving average of 12 FFTs (fast Fourier transforms), each computed over
10 seconds of data. Two different TFs were computed to monitor the stability of the mirror
actuators:

• from the excitation channel generated on a real-time computer (zCALi in figure 1) to the
excitation channel received and sent back to data acquisition by the digital part of the
mirror actuator (zCi). The aim is to monitor the data transmission and processing in the
digital part.

• From the excitation channel to the four channels sensing the current flowing in the four
coils of the actuator. The aim is to monitor also the analog part of the actuators. Variations
of less than 0.5% on modulus and less than 4 mrad on phase were found around 60 Hz,
dominated by statistical fluctuations (and significant time variations but at the level of
0.04% and 0.1 mrad around 355 Hz).

The computed values were available online and used by a low-latency process [30] (called
detector monitoring system) to display flags in the control room and trigger alerts in case of
unexpected values. The stability of the values were monitored at the 0.5% level in modulus
and 4 mrad in phase, dominated by statistical fluctuations.

5.3. Calibration of the NE and WE marionette actuators

The end marionette actuators ASc
mar,i, i = {WE, NE}, are also calibrated with the interferometer

in its standard operating mode. The technique is similar as for the calibration of the end mirror
actuators except that we compare the end mirror motion induced by PCal with the end mirror
motion driven by the EM actuators of the marionette.

As for the end mirrors actuators and shown figure 8, the stability of these measurements
has been checked during O3. Systematic uncertainties are estimated of the order of 0.2% and
2 mrad in the 10–100 Hz band.

The final actuator model results from the average of all the weekly measurements done
during O3, and includes the pre-O3 measurements from March 2019. Figure 9 shows the final
NE marionette actuator response and its fit, normalized by a mechanical response model. The
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Figure 8. Statistical and systematic errors estimation on the calibration transfer from NE
PCal to NE marionette actuator. The errors on the amplitude are expressed in (%) and
the errors on the phase are expressed in (mrad). (Left) Statistical errors on the amplitude
(red filled squares) of the calibration transfer as a function of frequency and statistical
plus systematic errors (red empty circles) estimation to have a p-value >0.05. (Right)
Statistical errors on the phase (blue filled triangles) of the calibration transfer as a func-
tion of frequency and statistical plus systematic errors (blue empty circles) estimation
to have a p-value >0.05.

mechanical model used for the marionette is made of two poles at 0.6 Hz with a quality factor
of 1000, to hide the f −4 mechanical attenuation in the plots. Above 20 Hz, the fit residuals are
within 2% in modulus and 3 mrad in phase.

5.4. Calibration of WI, NI, BS and PR actuators

Once the actuators response of NE and WE mirrors have been calibrated with the PCals it is
possible to calibrate the actuators response of WI, NI, BS, PR mirrors and WI, NI and BS
marionettes by transferring the calibration using different interferometer configurations.

5.4.1. Calibration of NI and WI mirror actuators. The calibration transfer from end to input
mirror actuator is done with the interferometer in its standard working point, but with the NI
and WI mirror actuators switched on (i.e. the DAC output connected the coil drivers). The
input mirror actuators are not used in observing mode because they are noisy: they largely
spoil the sensitivity below ∼200 Hz. In this configuration, sinewave excitations are sent to the
end mirrors (Excref) and then to the input mirrors (Excnew), and the interferometer main photo-
diode output PDC is used as output channel (Sout in equation (5)). Compared to the description
given in section 5.1, the optical response R is not exactly the same in both dataset and does
not cancel when doing the TF ratio (see equations (3)–(5)): hence some corrections must be
applied to properly take the difference into account. A motion of an end mirror couples only to
the differential arm length degree of freedom of the interferometer, while a motion of an input
mirror also couples to the short Michelson degree of freedom (see section 2). Since the finesse
of the arm Fabry–Perot cavities is high, of the order of 450, the coupling to differential arm
length dominates and the difference is small: the interferometer response to a motion of an end
mirror has an amplitude greater by 0.37% than the response to a motion of an input mirror. On
the phase, the response to an end mirror motion has a higher delay than the response to the
motion of an input mirror, by 10 μs, due to the light propagation time in the arm cavity.

Measurements in this special configuration were done every week during O3. The ratio of
the TFs was computed on every dataset and averaged over the whole run. The statistical and
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Figure 9. NE marionette actuator response normalized by the double pendulum mechan-
ical model. On the left, the measurements are represented in blue and the fit is drawn in
red. Modulus is given in m V−1 and phase in rad. The modulus and the phase are fit-
ted simultaneously. On the right, the residuals are shown. The green area represents the
uncertainties given back by the fitted model, taking into account parameter covariance.

systematic uncertainties on this ratio used for the transfer from NE to NI (WE to WI) mirror
actuator calibration are below 0.3% and 1 mrad in modulus and phase above 20 Hz.

The measured response of the input mirror actuator is then computed multiplying the data
points of the averaged end mirror actuator by the data points of the averaged TF ratio. It is
then fitted and the fitted gain and delay are finally corrected for the 0.37% and 10 μs described
earlier. The response is modeled by a simple pole around 320 Hz, consistent with the response
expected for this actuator in strong dynamic/high noise configuration.

5.4.2. Calibration of BS and PR mirror actuators. The calibrated WI mirror actuator is then
used as reference to calibrate the BS and PR mirror actuators. For this measurement, the
detector is partially misaligned and only the Fabry–Perot cavity made of PR-BS-WI mirrors
is aligned and locked. In this configuration, sine wave excitations are sent to the WI mirror
(Excref) and then to the PR and BS mirrors (Excnew), while the output channel Sout is extracted
from the auxiliary photodiode used to control the cavity lock, sensitive to the power inside this
cavity.

The systematic uncertainties are estimated from the weekly measurements, in the range
20 Hz and 500 Hz: they are lower than 0.6% in modulus and 6 mrad in phase.

The measured responses of the BS and PR mirror actuators are then computed multiplying
the data points of the WI mirror actuator by the data points of the averaged TF ratio. These new
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Table 3. Summary of the statistical and systematic uncertainties on the mirror actuator
models. The uncertainty on the modulus and phase is given for each contribution to the
total uncertainty. The sum of all the contributions to each mirror actuator model, and
its validity range, is provided. The validity range does not span the full range of strain
frequencies but are enough given the unity gain frequency of the different loops acting
on the mirror positions. See text for details.

NE mirror WE mirror BS mirror PR mirror

Stat. uncertainty and fit residuals 0.2% (6 mrad) 0.2% (2 mrad) 1% (10 mrad) 2% (50 mrad)

Syst. uncert.

PCal calibration 1.39% (0 mrad) 1.73% (0 mrad)
PCal to end transfer 0.3% (3 mrad) 0.6% (4 mrad)
WE to WI transfer — — 0.2% (1 mrad)
WI to BS transfer — — 0.6% (6 mrad) —
WI to PR transfer — — — 0.6% (6 mrad)

PCal readout delay 3 μs

Total uncertainty (quadratic sum) 1.44% 1.84% 2.18% 2.78%
6.7 mrad 4.5 mrad 13 mrad 12.4 mrad

3 μs 3 μs 3 μs 3 μs

Validity range 20–1500 Hz 20–1500 Hz 20–500 Hz 20–500 Hz

data are fit and the fitted gain and delay are finally corrected for the 0.37% and 10 μs described
earlier.

5.4.3. Calibration of marionette actuators (BS, NI, WI). The BS marionette was controlled
continuously during O3. The NI and WI marionette were controlled only in the so-called ‘earth
quake mode’ of the interferometer, when the longitudinal control of the arms differential length
was done using the NI and WI marionette actuators in order to be less sensitive to large seismic
motions induced by earthquakes or bad weather.

As a consequence, the controls were subtracted in the h(t) strain reconstruction processing.
The actuators of the BS, NI and WI marionette were hence calibrated, via different transfers:
from BS mirror to BS marionette, and from NE, WE PCal to NI and WI marionette.

5.5. Detector calibration uncertainties estimation

Each step of the calibration procedure described in the previous sections contributes to the total
uncertainty of the actuator response both in amplitude and in phase. Tables 3 and 4 provide
the total uncertainty for the mirror and marionette actuators respectively. In the case of the
mirror actuators, the breakdown of the various contributions to the total uncertainty described
in previous sections is included.

6. Comparison with calibration using free swinging Michelson technique

Free swinging Michelson technique is an independent method to calibrate the mirror EM actua-
tors, using the laser wavelength (1064 nm) as length standard. It has been the reference method
for calibrating Virgo until the end of the O2 run. During O3, it has been used as an independent
cross-check of the reference calibration based on the PCal technique described in the previous
section.
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Table 4. Summary of the uncertainties on the marionette actuator models, along with
their validity range. The validity range does not span the full range of strain frequencies
but are enough given the unity gain frequency of the different loops acting on the mirror
positions. See text for details.

NE mario. WE mario. BS mario. NI mario. WI mario.

Total uncertainty (quadratic sum) 2.0% 1.9% 2.7% 3.3% 3.5%
11 mrad 8 mrad 15 mrad 30 mrad 30 mrad

3 μs 3 μs 3 μs 3 μs 3 μs
Validity range 10–100 Hz 10–100 Hz 10–60 Hz 10–80 Hz 10–80 Hz

Free swinging Michelson calibration during O3 is similar to the O2 calibration described in
[14, 17]. The interferometer mirrors are either aligned or misaligned to setup a free swinging
short Michelson. The differential arm length ΔL(t) is measured using a non-linear recon-
struction (described in [17]) from the interference fringes passing on the output photodiode.
The NI, WI and BS mirror actuator response, in meter per volt, is estimated by applying known
excitations to the mirror EM actuators and observing their effect on the reconstructed ΔL.
Then, calibration transfers from the input NI and WI mirror actuator to the end NE and WE
mirror actuators are done (similarly as described in section 5.4.1): with the full interferom-
eter locked, one can compare the effect of known motions of the NI and WI mirrors on the
dark fringe power to the effect of known excitation of the NE and WE mirrors. This compari-
son allows to estimate the NE and WE mirror actuator responses, based on the free swinging
Michelson technique.

After an overview of the advanced Virgo photodiode readout and the limitations of this
technique, we compare its results with the PCal-based calibration results.

6.1. Note on the advanced Virgo photodiode readout

The output beam used to observe the interference fringes is a small fraction of the interfer-
ometer output beam extracted before the output mode-cleaner cavity [31]. It is sent onto a
photodiode, and the non-linear ΔL reconstruction uses two channels from this photodiode:
PDC, that measures the output power components from 0 to 10 kHz, and PAC, that is extracted
using digital demodulation at 56 MHz. The PDC signal is in practice the blending of two out-
put channels: PDC,raw channel from DC to 10 kHz with high dynamic and PAudio channel,
high-passed at f0 (∼5 Hz), with less noise but lower dynamic, in the band 5 Hz to 10 kHz. We
discovered a coupling between both channels: the response of the PDC,raw channel is modified
because of the presence of the high-pass analog filter in the audio channel.

Two different photodiodes receive respectively 90% (PD1) and 10% (PD2) of the extracted
beam power. Since there is less power on it, the PD2 photodiode provides less sensitive cali-
bration than PD1. The Virgo laser power was increased by about a factor two between O2 and
O3 runs. To prevent saturation of the PAudio channel, the PD1 photodiode readout electronics
was modified: the frequency of the audio-filter was increased from 5 Hz to 16 Hz.

In order to measure the responses of the PDC,raw channels, an LED was put manually in
front of the photodiode, and driven with a noise to modulate its power [26]. This measurement
could be done only during the rare periods when the vacuum tank hosting the optical bench
was opened. Hence, it was not monitored during the run. The response was fit with a pole
and a zero around the high-pass filter frequency f0. However, doing the measurement with
the photodiode temperature going from 54 ◦C (few minutes after opening the vacuum tank,
during thermal transient) down to 38 ◦C (steady temperature when the optical bench is in air)
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showed that the pole and zero frequencies vary with temperature. The correlation could not
be measured precisely, but whitening filters have been derived103 and then applied in real-
time on the PDC,raw channel, to provide a channel PDC,whitened with flat response from DC to
10 kHz. Then, the final channel PDC during O3 has been computed by blending PDC,whitened

and PAudio, so that in principle the absolute calibration is correct and no frequency-dependent
error is introduced by the photodiode readout.

6.2. Limitations of free swinging Michelson during O3

One of the main limitation of the free swinging Michelson technique comes from the issue of
non-flat DC response described above: (i) the whitening filter does not perfectly compensate
for the readout non-flatness, and (ii) the compensation must slightly vary in time for PD1 since
its temperature increases by about 0.3 ◦C during the free swinging Michelson measurements,
after a shutter has been opened and the laser beam reaches the photodiode. Using the most
sensitive photodiode, PD1, the measurement of the mirror actuation is indeed distorted by
1% in the range 10 Hz to 100 Hz because the whitening filter does not match perfectly the
real response. But using the less sensitive photodiode, PD2, the measurements have statisti-
cal uncertainties of the order of 1%. In addition, comparing both results, the mirror actuation
response when using PD1 is 1% to 2% higher than when using PD2, showing the level of
systematic errors.

Another limitation of this technique is the limited ΔL sensitivity of the Michelson config-
uration, of the order of 10−13 m Hz−1/2. Large NI and WI mirror motions must be applied to
calibrate their actuators, few order of magnitudes larger than the mirror motions that are con-
trolled in the standard condition of the interferometer. In particular, the input mirror motions
applied for the calibration transfer to the end mirrors are five orders of magnitude lower. Hence,
linearity of the actuation response is a strong assumption of this technique.

Finally, this technique, based on the Virgo laser wavelength, cannot be intercalibrated
with other detectors. The possibility to cross-calibrate the LIGO and Virgo PCals is one very
important advantage of the PCal technique.

6.3. Comparison with the reference calibration

Figure 10 shows the ratio of the NE mirror actuator response fit on measurements based on free
swinging Michelson technique to the response fit on measurements with the PCal technique.
The ratio of the data points measured using both techniques are shown, along with the ratio
of the two fitted models. The statistical errors are dominated by the free swinging Michelson
measurements at all frequencies. A systematic difference of about 1.5% is seen in modulus
(the mirror actuation response, in m V−1, being larger using the free swinging Michelson
technique), indicating the level of agreement of the absolute calibration using both techniques.
This difference is flat within better than 0.7% between 10 Hz and 400 Hz, where the actuation
response modulus varies by 4% (see figure 4): it confirms the presence of the pole and zero
around 120 Hz in the actuator response. At high frequency, above about 500 Hz, there is a slight
trend of increasing difference between the two kinds of measurements, but it is not significant
within the large statistical uncertainties of free swinging Michelson data. The phase measure-
ments agree between both techniques. At high frequency, the two models diverge following a
difference of about 4 μs in delay, but again the data themselves show that this difference is not
significant.

103 Fixed pole and zero frequencies, extrapolated at temperatures close to the photodiode temperature measured during
free swinging Michelson measurements.
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Figure 10. Ratio of the NE mirror actuator response measured with the free swinging
Michelson technique to the response measured with the PCal technique. The blue points
give the ratio of the actuator response data points measured with both techniques, with
their associated statistical uncertainties. The red curve shows the ratio of the models
extracted from the two independent techniques.

These small differences are compatible with the uncertainties estimated from both meth-
ods on the NE mirror actuation: 1.44% using the PCal as reference and between 1% and 2%
using the free swinging Michelson technique. We conclude that the cross-check with the free
swinging Michelson technique validates the PCal-based calibration within better than 2%.

7. Reconstruction of the detector strain h(t) and noise subtraction

The Virgo detector strain time series h(t) is reconstructed using the raw detector time series and
the models describing the sensing chain and the controlled mirror actuators whose calibration
has been described in the previous sections. In this section, we report the principle of this h(t)
reconstruction and the noise subtraction used during O3 which was applied within the same
process. After a general introduction on the overall processing, more details are given on the
(t) reconstruction itself in section 7.3, and then further details on the noise subtraction and
noise-witness channels considered during O3 are provided in section 7.4. In section 8, we then
describe the method used to estimate the uncertainties on h(t) and we give them for both O3a
and O3b periods.

7.1. Principle

In the first steps of the h(t) reconstruction, the contributions of the control signals are removed
from the dark fringe signal, taking into account the interferometer optical TF, as sketched in
figure 11. Following the notations of figure 1, inputs are the measured dark fringe photodiode
channel, PDC, the control signals, zCi, sent to the mirror and marionette actuators, and the
calibrated TFs for the photodiode readout and the different actuators.
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Figure 11. Principle of the Virgo h(t) strain data reconstruction and noise subtraction
during O3 run, with different steps: the reconstruction itself, producing the hraw inter-
mediate channel, the noise subtraction, producing the hclean intermediate channel and
the subtraction of the hardware injections, producing the final h(t) channel. Input data
channels are shown in blue, output data channels in green. PDC is the main output power
of the interferometer. zCi is the control signal applied to the mirror or marionette EM
actuator. Gi is the gain of the optical response of the interferometer to a motion of mir-
ror i. L0 = 3 km is length of the arm cavities. wi are the noise witness channels used
for noise subtraction. The NE and WE mirror motions applied via the hardware injec-
tions are estimated and subtracted using the channels used as reference for the actuator
calibration: zHIi for the mirror EM actuators and Pref

i for the PCal actuators.

The controls subtracted from the dark fringe signal to obtain hraw(t) have contribution mainly
at low frequency and have almost no effect on the amplitude of hraw(t) above 300 Hz as can be
seen in figure 12.

The computation is done in the frequency domain using FFTs over 8 s with 4 s overlap. Cal-
ibration lines, added to the control signals zCi, are used to monitor the time varying parameters
of the optical response, i.e. the mean optical gain and mean cavity finesse. These parameters
slowly vary, with the interferometer alignment for instance. The monitored values are modified
continuously in the hraw(t) reconstruction processing.
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Figure 12. Contributions of the mirrors longitudinal controls to the reconstructed signal
hraw in O. Black curve is the amplitude spectral density of the dark fringe signal PDC.
Pink curve is the amplitude spectral density of hraw purple in watt units. The other curves
are the contribution of the various controls zCi in the same units.

Table 5. Permanent calibration lines injected during O3 to monitor the optical gain and
finesse of the arm cavities.

Injection source Line frequency Line SNR

NE mirror actuator 62.5 Hz 120
WE mirror actuator 61.5 Hz 100
BS mirror actuator 61.0 Hz 120
PR mirror actuator 63.0 Hz 3

Once the raw time series hraw(t) is reconstructed, noise subtraction is applied to get the
cleaned signal hclean(t). During the commissioning of the Virgo interferometer, various noise
contributions were still present in the dark fringe signal and could be subtracted during
O3 thanks to their presence also in auxiliary monitoring channels, which could be used as
noise witnesses. Finally, the hardware injections (both continuous lines and pulsar-like sig-
nals) are also subtracted, using the excitation channels and the actuator calibrated models, to
get the final strain time series h(t).

The h(t) reconstruction and noise subtraction processes being done in the frequency domain,
the final h(t) channels are obtained at 20 000 Hz and 16 384 Hz by performing inverse
FFTs. The h(t) time series computed online and provided publicly in GWOSC [32] is called
V1:Hrec_hoft_16384Hz.

7.2. Main changes with respect to O2

The h(t) reconstruction algorithm, which includes noise subtraction, was not changed between
the code version used to reprocess O2 data and the code version used online during the O3 run.
The main update in the reconstruction itself concerns the reduction of the latency of the data
processing. Using FFTs of 8 s, instead of 20 s as during O2, reduced the latency introduced by
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Figure 13. Calibration lines in the spectrum of PDC, before h(t) reconstruction (blue),
hraw (orange) and the reconstructed h(t) (green), delivered for data analysis. PDC has been
normalized so that it is at the same mean level as hraw between 56 Hz and 58 Hz. The four
calibration lines used for the h(t) reconstruction are visible in PDC and well reduced in
hraw (and h(t)) as expected. The two lines at 60.5 Hz and 63.5 Hz are hardware injections
from the PCal: they are also well reduced in the final h(t) channel.

the reconstruction from 20 s to 8 s, which is an important improvement to provide low-latency
public alerts in case of gravitational wave detections.

The noise subtraction algorithm was initially developed during O2 to subtract a single
witness-channel that monitored the frequency noise. During O3, five different witness chan-
nels were identified and used to subtract different sources of noise. These are described later,
as well as the limitations of the method when different witness channels are correlated.

Twelve continuous hardware injections of sinusoidal signals were performed during O3 in
the detector most sensitive frequency band. The goal of these injections is to monitor the time
variation of a systematic bias in the amplitude and phase of the reconstructed h(t) signal. Such
a frequency-dependent bias was seen during O2 (and in earlier Virgo science runs), but was
monitored only weekly. Such injections have allowed to assess the stability of this bias during
O3 (as shown in section 8).

7.3. h(t) reconstruction

7.3.1. Monitoring of time varying parameters: opticalgains and cavity finesse. In order to mon-
itor the time varying parameters of the detector optical response, permanent lines in the form of
sinusoidal signals were injected on WE, NE, PR and BS mirror EM actuators via the channels
zCALi (see figure 1) around 60 Hz as summarized in table 5. The lines were injected with a
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the order of 100 above the detector background noise as sum-
marized in the table 5, and naturally subtracted in the h(t) reconstruction algorithm since they
were included in the control signals zCi. Note the coupling of the motion of the PR mirror to
the detector output is low and varies with the detector working conditions. As a consequence,
the SNR for the PR mirror induced motion is of the order of a few, with significant variations.
From these lines, the optical gains Gi and the cavity finesse (used in the model of the cavity
pole shown in figure 11) were updated at the pace of the h(t) reconstruction, that is once every
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4 s. Figure 13 shows the calibration lines in the spectrum of the dark fringe signal, and in the
spectrum of the reconstructed h(t) before and after their mitigation.

7.3.2. Notes on violin modes not modeled in actuator responses. The various spectral lines
around 450 Hz, due to the mirror suspensions violin modes have been well identified and
associated to each mirror. In observing mode, which corresponds to the periods where the
detector is stable enough and data are exploitable for astrophysical purposes, the mirror control
signals were notched at these frequencies to prevent exciting the violin modes. These violin
modes were not included in the mirror actuation models used during O3. As a consequence,
the reconstructed h(t) strain channel must be biased at these frequencies. However, the detector
sensitivity is spoiled at these frequencies (the violin modes, between 450 Hz and 460 Hz, are
more than three orders of magnitude above the advanced Virgo sensitivity) and the data are
thus not useful for any astrophysical analysis.

7.3.3. Notes on optical response at low frequency. The optical response of the Virgo power-
recycled interferometer with Fabry–Perot cavities in the arms is expected to follow a single
pole TF, whose pole frequency depends on the finesse of the arm cavities. This model has been
used in the h(t) reconstruction processing, with a nominal pole at 55 Hz, and the pole frequency
variations were monitored using calibration lines as described earlier.

However, it was discovered during O3 that the real optical response of the Virgo interferom-
eter showed a different behavior at low frequency: below about 20 Hz, the measured response
showed an unexpected high-pass behavior. It could be fit by a model used to describe an optical
spring effect, expected to appear in a dual-recycled interferometer configuration and seen in
the LIGO detector response [33]. A possible explanation for the presence of this optical spring
in Virgo during O3 is the non-null reflection of the anti-reflective coating of the lens installed
at the position of the future signal-recycling mirror of advanced Virgo. In addition, the shape
of this optical response at low frequency varies in time. No clear correlation with the input
laser power (increased between O3a and O3b), nor the differential arm length offset (that was
sometimes changed during O3) could be found. Note that there were no data taken in precise
conditions, controlling the mentioned parameters, hence a detailed study could not be done to
understand this effect.

As a consequence, the optical response model used in the h(t) reconstruction was not precise
at low frequency, and time variations were not monitored. The expected effect is a time varying
bias on the reconstructed strain channel h(t). It is included in the estimation of the bias and
uncertainties described in section 8.

7.4. Noise subtraction

7.4.1. Principle. Remaining noises can couple to the differential arm length variation and add
undesired contribution to the detector strain. These can degrade the sensitivity of the detector
or even mimic gravitational wave signals. Noise-witness channels are used to unveil remaining
noises in the reconstructed detector strain hraw(t). Various noise subtraction methods have been
investigated and implemented in the case of LIGO [34–36], whose results motivated its imple-
mentation as a step following the hraw(t) online reconstruction in Virgo. Note that, in Virgo,
the noise subtraction computation is done in the same process as the h(t) reconstruction.

For each witness channel, a TF with hraw (TFs) is used in a specific frequency band to
quantify the noise contribution that should be subtracted. These TFs are computed every 500 s
and are used to do the noise subtraction over the next 500 s. The noise subtraction is performed
in the frequency domain, where each subtracted term is the TF multiplied by the FFT of the
noise-witness channel.
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Table 6. Noises subtracted linearly during O3 within the h(t) reconstruction process.
Details are provided on the noise-witness channel considered to subtract each noise,
the time period and the frequency band. Note that two channels, V1:SIB2_B2_8MHz_I
and V1:SIB2_RFC_PD2_Audio, were setup to monitor and check the subtraction of the
frequency noise during November 2019. The change of the noise witness channels used
to subtract the scattered light in NE and WE is due to a change of the data type (float to
double), done with the goal of reducing the numerical noise. The blue italic line indicate
the modification applied for the reprocessing of the end of O3a data.

Noise type Channel name From Until Freq. band (Hz)

Michelson noise V1:SPRB_B4_56MHz_Q 2019-04-05 2019-08-01 8–90
2019-08-01 2019-11-01 8–150

V1:SSFS_Err_Q_unnorm_10kHz 2019-11-01 2020-02-04 8–85
V1:LSC_MICH 2020-02-04 2020-02-11 8–85

2020-02-11 2020-04-02 8–60
Frequency noise V1:SIB2_B2_8MHz_I 2019-04-05 2019-08-01 90–3500

2019-08-01 2019-11-01 150–3500
2019-09-16 2019-09-30 50–3500
2019-11-01 2019-11-24 85–3500

V1:SIB2_RFC_PD2_Audio 2019-11-01 2019-11-24 100–3000
V1:SIB2_B2_8MHz_I 2019-11-24 2019-11-26 8–3500

2019-11-26 2020-02-11 85–3500
2020-02-11 2020-04-02 60–3500

56 MHz RIN noise V1:SDB2_B1s1_PD1_Blended 2019-04-05 2019-08-01 40–1000
2019-08-01 2019-08-01 40–2000
2019-08-01 2019-11-24 40–1000
2019-11-24 2020-03-10 40–2000
2020-03-10 2020-04-02 20–2000

Scattered light V1:SNEB_B7_DC 2019-04-05 2020-02-07 10–70
Noise at NE V1:SNEB_B7_DC_D 2020-02-07 2020-04-02 10–70
Scattered light V1:SWEB_B8_DC 2019-04-05 2020-02-07 10–70
Noise at WE V1:SWEB_B8_DC_D 2020-02-07 2020-04-02 10–70

In the noise subtraction implementation used during O3, for a given noise-witness channel,
the TF is computed between h1Noise and the noise witness channel. h1Noise is the cleaned h(t)
from which all the noise-witness signals have been subtracted except the noise-witness channel
of interest, in order to isolate each noise channel contribution. The coherence between h1Noise

and the noise-witness channel is also computed over T = 500 s and if, in a frequency bin,
this coherence is above a certain threshold (4% in O3), the TF is updated with the new value.
Else, the TF is set to 0 in this frequency bin. More details on the method used to perform noise
subtraction can be found in [37].

During O3, the noise subtraction has been done in an iterative way, on a one-by-one basis,
for each noise-witness channel and following the same order of table 6. An issue of this
method is that correlations among noise-witness channels are not taken into account. Checks
on the coherence between the various noise-witness channels were done during the O3 com-
missioning run to study if several noise-witness channels were observing the same noise. The
frequency band at which each noise-witness channel is considered is selected so that the present
noise is only removed once. A caveat of this approach is that any changes on the coherence
among noise-witness channels due to changes on the interferometer are not automatically taken
into account and, as a consequence, regular and manual checks on these quantities should be
performed to avoid adding noise to h(t). To tackle this issue, a new method consisting on the
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linear subtraction of coupled noises, based on [35], is being implemented for the next observing
run O4.

7.4.2. Selection of noise-witness channels. Witness channels identified before the O3 observ-
ing run with sufficient reliability have been used to monitor the presence of noise in hraw(t) and
to subtract them. These noises are summarized in table 6.

Michelson noise: the motion of the BS mirror creates a differential signal between the
two interferometer arms. Compared to the arm cavity mirrors the impact of this motion is
reduced by the optical gain of the arm Fabry–Perot cavity. But the Michelson control noise is
much higher than the differential arm length control noise. It yields a non-negligible contribu-
tion to the overall interferometer noise. To subtract this noise contribution, the control signal
LSC_MICH is used as witness channel.

Frequency noise: the two arm cavities of the interferometer are kept in resonance, and if
there is a variation of this state, a change in the phase of the reflected light induces a change
of the interference observed. But this change of the interference profile can also be caused by
a laser frequency noise in the cavities. In principle, the laser frequency noise induces common
variations in the North and West arm cavities and its effect may be canceled thanks to the
interference condition. Nevertheless, any optical asymmetry of the arm cavities yields to a
non-zero contribution. The laser frequency noise is monitored by the B2 photodiode, used as a
noise-witness channel, which sees the laser beam coming back from the interferometer to the
input laser.

56 MHz RIN noise: the output mode cleaner cavity (OMC) filters out the non TEM00104

modes of the output laser beam created by optical defaults and misalignments, and the radio
frequency sidebands used for interferometer control [31]. In practice, a small fraction of these
modes and sidebands is transmitted by the OMC and add phase variations in the dark fringe
signal. It was found that the largest contribution to these variations comes from the power
fluctuations of the auxiliary modulation at ±56 MHz, known as 56 MHz relative intensity
noise. Such contribution can be subtracted from h(t) by using the reflected power of the OMC
as a noise witness channel.

Scattered light noise: another noise contribution to be considered is the scattered light from
the benches in transmission of the NE and WE mirrors, which can re-couple back into the beam
of the interferometer arms. This light reflects on optics that move with seismic noise and can
thus add phase noise into the arm beams. Photodiodes on both end benches are sensitive to this
scattered light and thus used as noise-witness channel. Further details on scattered light can be
found in [38].

The witness channels used for the Michelson noise and the frequency noise were partially
coherent in the band 50 to 150 Hz. The noise subtraction process did not take into account this
coherence. It was thus needed to subtract those two noises in separate frequency bands. The
limit between those two noise was set between 60 and 150 Hz and was changed a few times
during O3, as summarized in table 6. The rest of noise-witness channels were not coherent,
hence frequency ranges with some overlap could be used.

7.4.3. Performances during O3. The use of these noise-witness channels in the noise subtrac-
tion of h(t) during O3 allowed to improve the overall sensitivity, especially in the 10–50 Hz
frequency band, as shown in figure 14, which translated into a gain of up to 7 Mpc on the

104 Transverse electromagnetic mode of the laser beam.
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Figure 14. Spectra of h(t) (green) and hraw(t) (blue) showing the main sensitivity
improvement due to noise subtraction and calibration lines removal in the middle of
O3. This improvement increased the BNS range by 7 Mpc. Purple and red lines shows
the same spectra near the end of O3, after some noise reduction has been done on the
interferometer control loops.

Figure 15. Coherence between hraw(t) and the noise witness channels used in the
middle of O3. The overlap between the frequency bands where LSC_MICH and
SIB2_B2_8MHz_I are coherent with hraw(t) required the use of the two frequency bands
of table 6. Purple lines show the same coherence plots near the end of O3.

binary neutron star (BNS) range. The main contributors to this improvement were the fre-
quency noise (see figure 15) and the 56 MHz RIN noise which showed coherence with hraw

over a large frequency band.
Figure 16 shows the sensitivity and the BNS range obtained during O3 thanks to the h(t)

reconstruction and after noise subtraction.
During the last two weeks of O3a, from 16 to 30 September 2019, commissioning activ-

ities that changed the interferometer working point multiple times were undertaken (tuning
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Figure 16. (Top) Best sensitivity curves (spectrum of h(t)) during O3a at GPS = 1251
317 358 (orange) and O3b at GPS= 1265 155 700 (blue). (Bottom) Evolution of the BNS
range over the O3 run. Short-duration and large amplitude fluctuations of the BNS range,
down to 30 Mpc, are due to non-stationary noises. On a weekly time scale, BNS range
fluctuations are mainly correlated with bad weather and seismic motion. The increasing
trend over the O3b period is mainly due to detector’s improvements and noises reduction
done during the weekly commissioning periods.

of etalon effect in the input cavity mirrors). As a consequence, the coupling of the some
noise changed during that period, in particular for the frequency noise. A reprocessing of
the reconstruction was run offline for that period, with lower minimal frequency for this
noise witness channel (see table 6). It resulted in a gain of up to 3 Mpc compared to the
online noise subtraction [39]. The h(t) time series associated to this reprocessing is called
V1:Hrec_hoft_V1O3ARepro1A_16384Hz.
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8. Estimation of h(t) uncertainties

The Virgo h(t) uncertainties during O3 were estimated using hardware injections and com-
paring the reconstructed h(t) to those known forced motion applied to the end mirrors. The
excitation were applied on NE and WE mirrors via different actuators: EM actuators (chan-
nels zHIi), PCals [15] (channels P ref

i ) and NCals [25]. They consisted of sinusoidal signals at
specific frequencies and of broad-band noise. In practice, the reconstructed channel hclean was
used for this study, since the hardware injections were subtracted in the final h(t) channel. But,
for coherence with figures, we will write hrec(t) everywhere in this section. By performing TFs
from hclean(t) to h(t), it was checked that the subtraction of the hardware injections does not
modify the results: the TFs are equal to 1, except at the frequencies of the subtracted hardware
injections (as expected). Hence the estimated uncertainties are valid for both the intermediate
hclean (hrec) and the final h(t) channel.

The h(t) data stream is validated across the entire detection band, from 10 Hz to 1.5 kHz, at
roughly weekly cadence. During this calibration process, the interferometer is in its standard
working point but it is declared out of observing mode while excitation signals are applied to the
end test masses. In addition, a few permanent sinusoidal excitation signals were applied with
lower SNR (order of 10) to monitor the stability of h(t) uncertainties over the run. Such data
provide a continuous measurement of the systematic error at only a few selected frequencies
inside the most sensitive band of the detector (30 Hz to 400 Hz). The overall O3 systematic
uncertainties of the Virgo strain during O3 are estimated assessing the stability of the different
measurements done every week (with high SNR) at a larger number of frequencies and done
permanently (with lower SNR) at a few frequencies.

The h(t) uncertainties analysis has been done separately for O3a and O3b. The equivalent
strain excitation hinj has been estimated from the raw excitation signals and the most up-to-date
actuator models computed using all the O3 data as described in section 5. Ideally, the TF from
the excitation signal to the strain data is expected to be 1. Deviations from this ideal value
may come from a bias in the h(t) channel, but also from an inaccurate actuation model. Using
different actuators and actuator models based on independent calibration techniques allows to
conclude about the origin of the discrepancy to 1.

Some calibration variations of the PCal actuators have been seen during O3, mainly in rela-
tion with humidity [15] and have impacted the TF from the PCal excitation to h(t), as well as
its temporal variations. The EM actuators are expected to have a stable response. Two different
models have been computed for these actuators, the reference one based on the PCal, and the
one based on the free swinging Michelson technique used for cross validation.

In the h(t) reconstruction process, the optical model used for the cavity of finesse F is
approximated by a simple cavity pole. The exact response is given in equation (28) of [12].
Up to 2 kHz, the approximation is good within 0.5% in amplitude and it is biased by 13 μs
in timing [40]. When using the h(t) channel later in the gravitational wave searches, another
approximation is done by using the antenna response as the one of a point-like interferometer.
The errors from both approximations nicely cancels out to within 0.1% in amplitude and 3 μs
in timing below 2 kHz [40].

Comparing the reconstructed detector strain, hrec, directly to the injected mirror motion, hinj

would reveal the error from the simple cavity pole approximation, mainly as a 10 μs difference
in the case of Virgo interferometer. In this section, the estimated injected signal hinj has been
computed as

hinj = N × A
L0

× e−2 jπ fτ × TFpole

TFtrue
(10)
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Figure 17. Evolution of the hrec/hinj TF as function of time at 163.2 Hz during O3a, with
hinj estimated from NE PCal.

with N the noise excitation channel, A the actuator TF, L0 the arm cavity length and
τ = 10 μs due to the difference between the interferometer response to a gravitational wave
and to a real motion of the end mirror, and j2 = −1. TFpole is the simple pole approximation
(with pole frequency fp) and TFtrue is the exact response defined as:

TFpole =
1 − jx
1 + x2

with x =
f
fp

(11)

TFtrue =
1 − α

1 − α e−4π fT
with α =

F
π + F and T =

L0

c
. (12)

With this expression of hinj, the ratio hrec/hinj is expected to be 1, with no timing difference
from the cavity response model approximation.

8.1. Weekly measurements with sinusoidal excitation

Injections of sinusoidal excitation on the end mirrors, between 10 Hz and 1.5 kHz, have been
done every week and the TF from the injected equivalent strain hinj to the reconstructed strain
hrec has been computed. Figure 17 shows the modulus and phase of this TF as function of
time, measured using PCal as actuator, at 163.2 Hz during O3a. When averaged over time, the
modulus and phase are close to 1 and 0 as expected, but with 3% and 8 mrad offset respectively:
it gives the average bias on the reconstructed strain channel at this frequency. However, time
variations are seen, which indicates the presence of additional and time-dependent errors on
the strain channel.
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Figure 18. Statistical and systematic errors estimation on the hrec/hinj TF during O3a,
with hinj estimated from NE PCal. The errors on the amplitude are expressed in (%) and
the errors on the phase are expressed in (mrad). (Left) Statistical errors on the amplitude
(red filled squares) of the calibration transfer as a function of frequency and statistical
plus systematic errors (red empty circles) estimation to have a p-value >0.05. (Right)
Statistical errors on the phase (blue filled triangles) of the calibration transfer as a func-
tion of frequency and statistical plus systematic errors (blue empty circles) estimation
to have a p-value >0.05.

Table 7. Summary of the uncertainties on the h(t) bias, estimated from time variations
of weekly measurements of hrec/hinj TF during O3a and O3b, in the range 20 Hz to
1500 Hz. Four different actuators have been used to excite the NE and WE mirrors and
to estimate hinj: for both mirrors, the PCal actuator and the EM actuator have been used.
Similar type of variations have been estimated with permanent monitoring as described
later in section 8.3.

Actuator NE PCal NE EM WE PCal WE EM

O3a Modulus error 0.4% 0.3% 0.4% 0.3%
O3a Phase error (mrad) 4 3 4 3
O3b Modulus error 0.4% 0.6% 0.5% 0.5%
O3b Phase error (mrad) 4 5 6 6

The level of variations has been estimated following the same method as described in
section 5.2.3. Figure 18 shows the estimated errors on the modulus and phase at the frequen-
cies of the weekly sinusoidal injections. Above 20 Hz, conservative systematic uncertainties of
0.4% on modulus and 4 mrad on phase can be used to take into account the differences between
the weekly injections data.

Such analysis has been done for O3a and O3b separately, with hardware injections using
the four type of actuators, PCal and EM actuators of NE and WE mirrors. The associated errors
are summarized in the table 7.

Some sources of time variations have been identified. Since they had small or no impact
on the strain data channel, no reprocessing of the strain data has been done and the variations
have been included in the overall errors. During O3a, the NE EM actuators had some digital
communication issues from 10 to 20 June 2019: it resulted in a phase for this actuator slightly
modified during that period, by about 10 μs. However, the validation of h(t) with the hardware
injections performed with the other actuators has shown that it had small impact on the strain
data channel bias, well lower than 1% in amplitude and 1 mrad in phase.
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Figure 19. Average of O3a weekly hrec/hinj TFs estimated from hardware injections
using four different actuators: EM and PCal for both mirrors. Two different calibration
models of EM actuators have been used: the reference one, based on PCal technique,
and an independent one, based on free swinging Michelson technique. Only statistical
errors are shown. The red lines indicate bands of ±3.9% in modulus and ±30 mrad in
phase.

During O3b, on 17 December 2019, the PCal digital anti-aliasing filter has been slightly
modified, changing the PCal readout by 2.8 μs. This had no impact on the strain data channel,
but it had an impact on the estimation of hinj when using the PCal for the analysis described in
this section.

On 28 January 2020, in order to reduce their electronics noise, the two photodiodes used at
the interferometer output and sensitive to the GW signal, as well as their analogue electronics,
have been changed. From then until the end of O3b, the reconstructed strain data channel had
an extra 1 μs delay. This is also well within the estimated timing uncertainty.

The errors being small, all the weekly measured TFs have been averaged over O3a and
over O3b and are shown in figures 19 and 20 respectively. The results obtained for the four
different actuators are included. For the EM actuators, two different models have been used:
the reference one based on the PCal technique, and the one extracted from the free swinging
Michelson technique.

A systematic frequency-dependent bias is seen, up to 1.5 kHz, using the four different
actuators and using independent calibration based on both PCal and free swinging Michel-
son techniques. It has been seen also up to 120 Hz with a third independent actuator, the NCal
[25]. It is thus excluded that the bias comes from errors on the estimated injected signals hinj,
and it hence confirms that there is a true bias in the reconstructed h(t) strain channel. The
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Figure 20. Average of O3b weekly hrec/hinj TFs estimated from hardware injections
using four different actuators: EM and PCal for both mirrors. Two different calibration
models of EM actuators have been used: the reference one, based on PCal technique,
and an independent one, based on free swinging Michelson technique. Only statistical
errors are shown. The red lines indicate bands of ±3.9% in modulus and ±30 mrad in
phase.

red lines on figures 19 and 20 show the (symmetric) bands that contain all the PCal-based
measurements, within ±3.9% in modulus and ±30 mrad in phase. At high frequency, the
phase goes out of this band as it can be interpreted as a bias on the timing of h(t):
for a mistiming of Δτ , the phase bias increases with frequency f as ΔΦ = −2π × f ×Δτ .
The reconstructed h(t) channel looks to be slightly in advance, by about 7 μs and 6 μs during
O3a and O3b respectively.

The actuator calibration based on free swinging Michelson technique is less sensitivity
at high frequency and the fitted model is less precise, which explains the increasing devi-
ation from the measurements based on photon calibration (see section 6). The actuation
delay is also less constrained using the free swinging Michelson technique: a difference of
about −5 μs is seen with respect to the photon calibration results. The larger phase bias seen
on the measurements based on free swinging Michelson technique mainly comes from this
extra-delay, which corresponds to about 3 mrad around the maximum of the bias at 100 Hz.

Another method to cross-check the absolute amplitude of the reconstructed h(t) strain using
light scattered by the optical benches in transmission of the NE and WE mirrors has been
proposed in [38]. A first estimate, but still with 5% systematic uncertainties, confirmed the
reconstructed h(t) amplitude up to 30 Hz.
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At high frequency, in particular above 1.5 kHz, the h(t) reconstruction is much simpler since
the interferometer controls are negligible in this band: the reconstruction is dominated by the
output power PDC signal and the models for the photodiode readout and interferometer optical
response. Hence, no unexpected additional bias is foreseen in particular in the 1.5 kHz to 2 kHz
band of interest for high frequency data analysis. The fact that, in the range 500 Hz to 1.5 kHz,
the measured hrec/hinj ratio is mainly flat in modulus and following a delay in phase confirms
that this assumption seems correct. In addition, injections at higher frequencies were done with
the PCal, in the range 4 to 7 kHz. In this range, the PCal actuation response is known to within
about 15% only. They also confirm that the amplitude of the reconstructed detector strain is
still under control within uncertainties lower than 15% at 4 kHz [41]. From these information,
we can extend up to 2 kHz, the h(t) uncertainties measured up to 1.5 kHz.

8.2. Weekly measurements with broadband excitation

Injections of broadband signal on the end test masses have been run every week and the TFs
from the injected equivalent strain hinj to the reconstructed strain hrec have been computed
too. They do not allow a monitoring of time variation as precise as with high SNR sinusoidal
signals, as described in previous section. The comparison of weekly measurements is thus
limited by statistical errors. But they allow to estimate potential strain data errors in the whole
detection frequency band. No particular issue has been found except around 50 Hz as shown
below. Two different errors on h(t) have been found, both related to control loops using the
main output of the interferometer, PDC, as error signal:

(a) one at 50 Hz, related to the mains power line and the control loop set up during O3 for its
subtraction,

(b) one in the band 46–51 Hz related to the online control loop set up between O3a and O3b
to damp some mechanical resonances of the suspensions at 48 Hz.

It was first seen analysing the NCal O3b data [25] and was then confirmed with further
analysis of injections done with PCal and EM actuators as described in this section.

Figure 21 shows the ratio hrec/hinj for hardware injections of broadband noise done with
the NE mirror EM actuator, during O3a (left) and O3b (right). Data from different weeks are
shown in different colors. The results are similar when using other end mirror actuators. On
figures 21(a) and (c), one can see that, during O3a, only a few bins around 50 Hz are not within
the margin shown as red lines (±3.9% in modulus and ±30 mrad in phase), mainly due to a
lack of coherence between hrec and hinj.

During O3b, an additional effect appeared, with a bias in modulus and phase on a larger fre-
quency band, which reaches 40% in modulus and 600 mrad in phase as shown in figure 21(b).
From the zoom shown in figure 21(d), one can see that the bias exceeds the standard limits
between 46 Hz and 51 Hz.

These effects have been taken into account when estimating the strain data uncertainty in
section 8.4.

8.3. Permanent monitoring of h(t) during O3

During O3, a set of 12 permanent sinusoidal signals, listed in tables 8 and 9, were injected
on the end mirrors via the PCal and EM actuators. They allow a continuous comparison of
the reconstructed strain data hrec with the injected equivalent strain hinj in the most sensitive
band of the detector, between 35 Hz and 400 Hz. Some of those sinusoidal injections are in
the regions where the bias of the strain channel is the highest (100 to 200 Hz for the amplitude
and 60 to 90 Hz for the phase). Hence they are used to monitor any time variations of this bias.
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Figure 21. Weekly measurements of hraw/hinj TF using the NE EM actuator, shown in
different colors, zoomed in the band 40 to 60 Hz. (Left) O3a. (Right) O3b. (Top) Full
y-scale. (Bottom) Zoom on y-scale. Red lines indicate bands of ±3.9% in modulus and
±30 mrad in phase.

The time evolution of this hrec to hinj comparison provides an other estimate of the error
on h(t). The modulus and phase of the hrec/hinj TFs at the twelve injected frequencies were
computed online using a moving average of twelve 10 s long FFTs and provided in the online
data stream as channels sampled at 1 Hz [28, 29]. The hinj signals were estimated with online
models set at the beginning of O3 and were not updated in this processing during O3. As such,
the monitoring of these channels is a test of the possible variations of the reconstructed strain
data, as well as of the small variations of the actuator responses as described earlier. Yet, this
method does not enable to check the absolute value of the strain data bias: they are not precise
witness of the absolute value of the strain data bias. The distributions of the online modulus
and phase have been built over O3a and O3b and their standard deviations are reported in
tables 8 and 9. For every injected signal, the typical SNR during O3a is also given, as well
as the expected standard deviation of the modulus in case of statistical fluctuations only. The
measured variations during O3a are all larger than the expected statistics fluctuations only: this
indicates that these monitoring channels indeed highlight time variations of the hrec/hinj ratio.
These variations can be considered as the systematic uncertainties on this ratio and have been
estimated by subtracting quadratically the expected statistical fluctuations from the measured
standard deviation. They are shown, for O3a and O3b, in the plots of figure 22. For O3a and
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Table 8. Sinusoidal permanent hardware injections used during O3a to monitor the accu-
racy of h(t) reconstruction. For the four different end test mass actuators, the injected line
frequency is given with the typical SNR estimated during O3a, the expected standard
deviation σstat of the hrec/hinj modulus in case of statistical fluctuations only, and the
measured standard deviations of the modulus (σmod) and of the phase (σphi) of hrec/hinj
during O3a.

Actuator Line freq. Line SNR σstat O3a σmod O3a σphi

NE EM 37.5 Hz 3 1.06% 1.57% 15.8 mrad
NE EM 77.5 Hz 4.5 0.70% 1.58% 15.5 mrad
NE EM 107.5 Hz 13 0.25% 0.60% 6.8 mrad
NE EM 137.5 Hz 7.5 0.43% 1.00% 10.1 mrad
NE PCal 34.5 Hz 6 0.37% 0.95% 9.1 mrad
NE PCal 63.5 Hz 25 0.09% 0.32% 2.3 mrad
WE EM 56.5 Hz 5 0.66% 1.40% 13.9 mrad
WE EM 106.5 Hz 11 0.29% 0.71% 7.3 mrad
WE EM 206.5 Hz 11 0.29% 0.71% 6.2 mrad
WE EM 406.5 Hz 9.5 0.34% 0.79% 7.6 mrad
WE PCal 36.5 Hz 5 0.44% 0.90% 8.4 mrad
WE PCal 60.5 Hz 22 0.10% 0.35% 2.5 mrad

Table 9. Sinusoidal permanent hardware injections used during O3b to monitor the
accuracy of h(t) reconstruction. For the four different end test mass actuators, the injected
line frequency is given with the typical SNR estimated during O3b, the expected stan-
dard deviation σstat of the hrec/hinj modulus in case of statistical fluctuations only, and the
measured standard deviations of the modulus (σmod) and of the phase (σphi) of hrec/hinj
during O3b.

Actuator Line freq. Line SNR σstat O3b σmod O3b σphi

NE EM 37.5 Hz 11 0.29% 0.77% 8.9 mrad
NE EM 77.5 Hz 7 0.46% 1.20% 12.0 mrad
NE EM 107.5 Hz 16 0.20% 0.55% 6.4 mrad
NE EM 137.5 Hz 9 0.36% 0.91% 10.0 mrad
NE PCal 34.5 Hz 12 0.18% 0.53% 5.5 mrad
NE PCal 63.5 Hz 41 0.06% 0.34% 1.8 mrad
WE EM 56.5 Hz 7 0.46% 1.05% 10.6 mrad
WE EM 106.5 Hz 14 0.23% 0.62% 7.1 mrad
WE EM 206.5 Hz 15 0.22% 0.73% 5.8 mrad
WE EM 406.5 Hz 12 0.27% 0.77% 7.4 mrad
WE PCal 36.5 Hz 14 0.16% 0.54% 6.7 mrad
WE PCal 60.5 Hz 47 0.04% 0.34% 2.0 mrad

O3b, the modulus systematic uncertainty at 137.5 Hz is estimated to be 0.9%, while the phase
systematic uncertainty is estimated to be 9 mrad. The maximum variations, at the level of 1.4%
in modulus and 14 mrad phase during O3a, include contributions from both h(t) and the actuator
responses. They have been used to estimate conservative uncertainties on h(t) as described in
the following section.
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Figure 22. (Left) Systematic uncertainties on hrec/hinj module computed as the quadratic
difference between the measured uncertainties and the computed statistical uncer-
tainties. Statistical uncertainties have been computed using an SNR estimated at
GPS = 1251 525 400 for O3a (blue empty circles) and GPS = 1265 000 000 for O3b
(red filled squares) [29]. It was checked that the SNR during the run was consistent with
these estimations within 20%. (Right) Systematic uncertainties on hrec/hinj phase com-
puted as the quadratic difference between the measured uncertainties and the computed
statistical uncertainties. Statistical uncertainties have been computed on the basis of [17].

8.4. h(t) uncertainties

The uncertainties on the reconstructed strain channel h(t) can be estimated from the results
given in the previous sections. For O3, they have been estimated as frequency-independent
symmetric uncertainties in the band 20 Hz to 2 kHz, except for a small band around 50 Hz
where they are significantly larger.

First, a systematic frequency-dependent bias is present in the reconstructed channel h(t), as
shown in figures 19 and 20: it is observed, regardless of the actuator used for the measurement
(EM actuator or PCal, as shown in this paper, but also NCal as shown in [25]). This bias is
within ±3.9% in modulus and ±30 mrad in phase, the biggest bias being around 140 Hz for
the modulus and around 90 Hz for the phase. The estimation of this systematic bias has some
uncertainties coming from the estimation of the hardware injection signal using the actuator
models. They are estimated to a maximum of 1.84% in modulus and 6.7 mrad in phase for the
EM actuators and 1.73% in modulus for the PCals (see table 3).

In addition, some time variations of this systematic bias must be taken into account. Weekly
cadence measurements have shown variations at the level of 0.6% in modulus and 6 mrad in
phase (see table 7). However, continuous monitoring of the bias at few frequencies in the Virgo
sensitive band, and in particular around the frequencies where the bias is the largest, have shown
that the variations were a bit larger, of the order of 1.4% and 14 mrad during O3a, and of 1.1%
and 11 mrad during O3b (see section 8.3).

The conservative frequency-independent symmetric uncertainties on the amplitude and on
the phase of the reconstructed strain channel h(t) during O3 have been estimated summing
quadratically the maximum estimated bias (3.9%, 30 mrad), its uncertainty coming from actu-
ator model knowledge (1.8%, 7 mrad) and its time variations estimated continuously during
O3 (1.4%, 14 mrad). The total uncertainty on the h(t) amplitude is thus 4.5% and the total
uncertainty on the h(t) phase is estimated to 34 mrad.
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Table 10. Summary of the uncertainty on the reconstructed Virgo detector strain h(t)
during the run O3: it includes both the h(t) bias and the uncertainties on this bias. For both
periods O3a and O3b, the uncertainties are given for the h(t) amplitude, phase and timing
in the band 20 Hz to 2 kHz. The given uncertainties are mainly frequency-independent,
except for some bands close to 50 Hz where uncertainties are larger.

20 Hz–2 kHz 46 to 51 Hz 49.5 to 50.5 Hz

O3a
h(t) amplitude ±5%

Do not useh(t) phase ±35 mrad
h(t) timing ±10 μs

O3b
h(t) amplitude ±5% ±40%

Do not useh(t) phase ±35 mrad ±600 mrad
h(t) timing ±10 μs ±10 μs

As described in section 8.2, the uncertainties are larger around 50 Hz, especially during
O3b.

An uncertainty on the absolute timing of the reconstructed Virgo strain channel h(t) has
been also estimated. Comparing the reconstructed strain channel to the hardware injections (see
section 8.1), a timing bias estimation of 7 μs has been found. The uncertainty on the timing
of the PCal hardware injections has been estimated to 3 μs during O3a, with an additional
error of 2.8 μs during O3b (see section 5.2.1). During O3b, an additional 1 μs error must be
added after the detector photodiodes were changed early 2020. Summing quadratically these
sources of errors, the total uncertainty on the timing of the reconstructed strain channel has
been estimated at 8 μs.

The uncertainties on the Virgo reconstructed strain channel h(t) in the range 20 Hz to 2 kHz
during the O3 run are conservatively given as frequency-independentuncertainties at the values
summarized in table 10. These uncertainties encompass the h(t) frequency-dependent bias, the
uncertainties on this bias and its variations as a function of time. In this sense, they represent
upper and lower bounds on the h(t) uncertainty: they overestimate the uncertainty if they are
interpreted as one-sigma deviations at each frequency.

9. Conclusion

We have described the advanced Virgo detector calibration, the h(t) reconstruction and the lin-
ear noise subtraction methods used in the O3 observing run in 2019/2020. For the first time,
the photon calibration technique was used as reference for the Virgo detector calibration, after
the Virgo PCals have been cross-calibrated with LIGO ones. This technique was used to cali-
brate the NE, WE, BS, PR, NI and WI mirror and marionette actuators. The actuator models
are inputs for the reconstruction of the h(t) detector strain signal. The h(t) bias and associ-
ated uncertainty have been estimated from weekly measurements, as during O2, but also from
continuous hardware injections setup for O3. Independent calibration methods, based on the
old free swinging Michelson technique and on the new Newtonian calibration technique, have
been used to cross-check the results. For the O3 run, we estimated the upper limit on h(t) bias
and associated uncertainty to be 5% in amplitude, 35 mrad in phase and 10 μs in timing in
most of the sensitive frequency band 20–2000 Hz, with an exception around 50 Hz as detailed
in section 8.4. The h(t) time series will be available publicly in GWOSC [32]. The time series
is called V1:Hrec_hoft_16384Hz for most of the data (online reconstruction), and it is called
V1:Hrec_hoft_V1O3ARepro1A_16384Hzfor the last two weeks of September 2019 for which
the data were reprocessed to optimize noise subtraction.
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Most of the transient gravitational wave events detected in the O3 observing run and
described in [10] had SNR below 5 in the Virgo detector. Their detection is insensitive to the
few-percent level calibration uncertainties achieved [42]. However, improvements in the astro-
physical parameter estimation are on-going, in particular to take into account the frequency-
dependent calibration bias and uncertainties [43]. It confirms the need for providing more accu-
rate calibration and frequency-dependent estimation of the uncertainties for future observation
periods.

In view of the next observing rung, O4, to start end 2022, the PCal system is being improved
to reduce its calibration uncertainties. However, the h(t) bias and associated uncertainty are
dominated by contributions from other sources in the different actuator calibration steps and
in the h(t) reconstruction. In addition, the Newtonian calibration technique is being further
developed with the goal to provide another calibration method with similar uncertainties as
those from the PCal for the O4 run, leading to a more precise understanding of the h(t) bias
and uncertainties. With two such precise estimations of the h(t) bias and uncertainties in the
most sensitive band of the Virgo detector, frequency-dependent bias and uncertainties will be
derived.
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